
Under onsideration for publiation in Theory and Pratie of Logi Programming 1The Munih Rent Advisor: A Suess for LogiProgramming on the InternetTHOM FR�UHWIRTH and SLIM ABDENNADHERLudwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unhen (LMU), Institut f�ur Informatik,Oettingenstrasse 67, D-80538 Munih, Germany(e-mail: fThom.Fruehwirth,Slim.Abdennadherg�informatik.uni-muenhen.de)AbstratMost ities in Germany regularly publish a booklet alled the Mietspiegel. It basiallyontains a verbal desription of an expert system. It allows the alulation of the estimatedfair rent for a at. By hand, one may need a weekend to do so. With our omputerizedversion, the Munih Rent Advisor, the user just �lls in a form in a few minutes and therent is alulated immediately. We also extended the funtionality and appliability ofthe Mietspiegel so that the user need not answer all questions on the form. The key toomputing with partial information using high-level programming was to use onstraintlogi programming.We rely on the internet, and more spei�ally the World Wide Web, to provide thisservie to a broad user group, the itizens of Munih and the people who are planning tomove to Munih. To proess the answers from the questionnaire and return its result, wewrote a small simple stable speial-purpose web server diretly in ECLiPSe. More thanten thousand people have used our servie in the last three years. This artile desribesthe experienes in implementing and using the Munih Rent Advisor. Our results suggeststhat logi programming with onstraints an be an important ingredient in intelligentinternet systems. 1 IntrodutionIn winter 1995/1996 we wanted to develop a prototypial intelligent internet ap-pliation illustrating the power of using logi programming with onstraints (CLP)(Wallae, 1996; Fr�uhwirth and Abdennadher, 1997b; Marriott and Stukey, 1998)as an implementation language. CLP ombines the advantages of two delarativeparadigms: logi programming (Prolog) and onstraint solving. In logi program-ming, problems are stated in a delarative way using rules to de�ne relations (predi-ates). Problems are solved using hronologial baktrak searh to explore hoies.In onstraint solving, eÆient speial-purpose algorithms are employed to solve sub-problems involving distinguished relations referred to as onstraints, whih an beonsidered as piees of partial information.TheMunih Rent Advisor (MRA) (Fr�uhwirth and Abdennadher, 1996; Fr�uhwirthand Abdennadher, 1997a) is the eletroni version of the Mietspiegel (MS) for theity of Munih (Alles and Guder, 1994). Suh Mietspiegel are published every fouryears by most German ities. They are basially a written desription of an expert



2 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadhersystem for estimating the maximum fair rent for a at. These estimates are legallybinding, the results an be used in ourt ases.Doing it by hand, one may need a weekend to alulate the rent. Usually, thealulation is performed with a pen and poket alulator in about half an hourby an expert from the City of Munih or from one of the renter's assoiations. TheMRA brought the advising time down to the few minutes that the user needs to�ll in the form { alulation time is negligible. The alulations are based on size,age, and loation of the at and a series of detailed questions about the at andthe house it is in. Some of these questions are hard to answer. However, in order tobe able to alulate the rent estimate by hand, all questions must be answered.The MRA extended the funtionality and appliability of the MS so that theuser need not answer all questions of the form. The user may not want to giveinformation away, or he does not are about the question or know the answer. Hemay even submit a blank form. The MRA will give an estimate of the rent as aninterval as tight as possible. So the MRA now an be used not only for alulatingthe estimated fair rent of a at but also for helping house hunters whih have avague idea of the kind of the at they plan to rent and are interested in the rentthey have to meet.Our approah was to �rst implement the tables, rules, and formulas of the pa-per version with high-level delarative programming in ECLiPSe Prolog (Brissetet. al., 1995), as if the provided data was preise. Beause of the delarativity ofProlog it was easy to express the ontents of the MS. Then we added onstraints toapture the impreision due to the statistial method and inompleteness in asethe user gives no or partial answers. Finally, we onsidered the formulas of therent alulation as onstraints that re�ne the rent estimate by propagation fromthe onstrained input variables. The onstraints are handled by a onstraint solverwritten in Constraint Handling Rules (Fr�uhwirth, 1998).This implementation approah illustrates the ease of high-level modeling thatis possible with onstraints logi programming (Wallae, 1996) and that supportsmaintenane and modi�ation of the resulting program. This is ruial, sine everyity and every new version of the Mietspiegel omes with di�erent tables and rules.The Munih Rent Advisor (MRA) is aessible through the internet, more speif-ially through World Wide Web (WWW). We hose not to rely on advaned devel-opments like Java applets or frames so that the servie is aessible for any internetuser. To proess the answers from the questionnaire and return its result, we wrotea simple stable speial-purpose web server diretly in ECLiPSe using its soketinterfae for internet ommuniation.It took about two man weeks to write the alulation part and one week to debugit. The internet user interfae took one man month. We think that the oding of thealulation part would have dominated the implementation e�ort if a onventionalprogramming language had been used.In the last three years, more than ten thousand people have used our MRA servieon the World Wide Web (WWW). It is one of the winners of the best appliationprize of the JFPLC'96 onferene in Clermont-Ferrand, Frane, and was presented



The Munih Rent Advisor 3at the Systems'97 Computer Show in Munih. This artile is an extended andsubstantially revised version of the paper (Fr�uhwirth and Abdennadher, 1996).The paper is organized as follows. The next setion introdues the Mietspiegel.Setion 3 desribes the World Wide Web Front End. Setion 4 presents the WebServer in ECLiPSe. Setion 5 presents the implementation of the alulation partof the Munih Rent Advisor. Setion 6 explains that the MRA an be modi�ed andadapted within minutes by loning. Setion 7 presents some user statistis derivedfrom randomly logged requests. Finally, we onlude with a summary and diretionsfor future work. 2 The MietspiegelThe Mietspiegel (MS) is published every four years by the housing group of the de-partment for soial issues of the ity government of Munih after negotiations withrenter's and landlord's assoiations and lawyers. The Infratest Sozialforshung Insti-tute in Munih together with the Institute for Housing and Environment in Darm-stadt onduted about 7000 interviews to obtain the sample data whih was thenused to build the statistial model at the department of statistis of the Ludwig-Maximilians University in Munih (Alles and Guder, 1994).For the MS, the omplex data sets derived from the interview have been reduedand simpli�ed so that an average person ould alulate the estimated rent. As wehave pointed out in the introdution, the MS alulation is still too ompliated tobe used by everybody. In addition, the paper version ignores the inherent impre-ision of the statistial model. The impreision is basially the standard deviationobtained in the statistial model. Therefore it is higher for rare kinds of ats (verysmall, big or very old, new et.). On average, the impreision deviation amounts toabout �10% of the estimated rent.The sheme for alulating the rent estimate is roughly as follows:Estimated Rent = Size �Basi Rent per SquareMeter� (Sum of Deviations as Perentage + 100) � 0; 01� (Impreision Deviation Perentage + 100) � 0; 01+ Fixed CostsThe alulation starts with the average rent per square meter taken from a tablewith about 200 entries. The deviations from the average rent are omputed fromthe answers regarding the size, loation, features of the at, as well as age and stateof the house. There are six yes-no questions about features of the house onerninge.g. number of oors, optial impression, lift, et., and 13 yes-no questions aboutfeatures of the at onerning e.g. entral heating, separate shower, dish-washer,et. The answers to these questions ombined with the age of the house yield thedeviations from the average rent. The overall deviation may be up to �60%.Finally one has to add �xed osts, suh as ommunity taxes, fees for garbageolletion, house leaning, or able TV. Part of them may be inluded in the rent,part of them not, part of them may not apply. Usually, the user will just ignore this



4 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadhersetion beause of too muh detail. Thus a range from minimal to maximal �xedosts will be added to the estimated rent.3 The World Wide Web Front EndIn our omputerized version, The Munih Rent Advisor (MRA), we rely on theinternet, and more spei�ally the World Wide Web (WWW). We programmed inHTML version 3.0, beause it is onsidered the urrent standard. We hose not torely on advaned developments like Java applets or frames so that the servie isaessible for any internet user.

Fig. 1. Part of the FormFor users who are not familiar with the Mietspiegel (MS) we have reated severalweb pages of bakground information in German. This is basially plain text withthe possibility to go bakward, upward and forward in the text. Furthermore, thereare the additional possibilities a hypertext doument provides: ross-referenes,links to the ity of Munih and renter's assoiations, and to the institutions involvedin preparing the MS.All relevant information for alulating an estimated rent will be olleted in thequestionnaire. MRA users need to �ll in only what they know and what they areabout. All answers are optional. There are only four questions requiring numeriinputs, where it is possible to give a range (editable �elds) and one question aboutloation requiring a searh in a list of distrits (pull-down menu). The remainingquestions are multiple hoies, where the only possible answers are Yes, No and, inaddition, Don't know/are (buttons). Optional detailed questions are provided toalulate the �xed osts where numeri input an be given. This form is divided in



The Munih Rent Advisor 5four setions, basi questions, questions about the house, questions about the atitself (Figure 1), and questions about the �xed osts of the at. These questionswere sorted by importane of the answer to estimate the rent. Questions at thebeginning of a setion have more inuene on the result than questions at the endof a setion.To �t the form on one web page we had to reate a long doument that on-sequently needs a lot of srolling. We have experimented with internal anhorsand links but users found this too ompliated. Furthermore, olleting data fromdi�erent pages in the server would have been too error-prone:� The same page ould be sent to the server more than one.� Some forms might not be sent at all.� The server has to wait for the missing forms and thus has to bu�er the data.4 ECLiPSe as Web ServerTo proess the answers from the questionnaire and return its result, we wrote asimple stable speial-purpose web server diretly in ECLiPSe. This is opposed tothe standard approah where for eah user request a sript is exeuted (usuallywritten in Perl) via the CGI interfae (or using the Unix inetd servie). Sine start-ing up ECLiPSe (and ECLiPSe saved states) takes up to a seond and onsiderablememory, it would not have been feasible to start a new ECLiPSe proess with eahuser request. We also did not want to struggle with CGI sripts { but this prob-lem seems to be solved in the meantime (Naish, 1999; Cabeza and Hermenegildo,1996). It was more natural that ECLiPSe is onstantly running and listening to theport waiting for the next user request. Moreover, this avoids the overhead of us-ing standard Perl sripts to ommuniate the data between a standard web serverand the ECLiPSe proess. The disadvantage is that the server is not onurrent(multi-user). However, sine it takes onsiderably less than a seond to serve a userrequest, we did not enounter problems in pratie. Moreover, the server proved tobe quite robust. Clearly writing a server is only feasible for speial ases.In what follows, we assume some familiarity with Prolog or similar languageswith onstraints (Fr�uhwirth and Abdennadher, 1997b; Marriott and Stukey, 1998).ECLiPSe 3.5.x o�ers a number of built-in prediates for TCP/IP based ommuni-ation on the internet. The omplete soket library (Internet Protool Suite) as usedunder SUN-OS is available. Therefore the basi ode of a web server in ECLiPSe isjust:% top levelgo :-writeln('Starting MRA Server'),% onneting to the internet via soket librarysoket(internet,stream,Soket),bind(Soket, _Hostname/4322), % 4322 is a port numberlisten(Soket,1),loop(Soket),



6 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadherlose(Soket).% get user requestsloop(S) :-aept(S,_,IOStream), % get the requestproess(IOStream), % proess the requestlose(IOStream), % done - served the requestloop(S). % go for next requestWhen the user presses the submit button of the form, the onnetion will beestablished (aept) and the data will be sent to the server. During alulation theonnetion is in stand-by mode until the result is sent bak on the same stream(IOStream).The proessing of a user request amounts to the following ode (whih is similarto what one �nds with other approahes like (Naish, 1999)):proess(IOStream) :-readin_request(IOStream,RequestString),parse(RequestString,InputVarList),ompute(InputVarList,OutputVarList)->sendbak_result(IOStream,OutputVarList);sendbak_error(IOStream).In the Prolog prediate readin request the data is reeived as an HTML do-ument page (the RequestString) onsisting of a header and a body (similar to ane-mail message):POST / HTTP/1.0...Content-type: appliation/x-www-form-urlenodedContent-length: 654Language=English&M2_min=22&M2_max=160&ZI_min=1&ZI_max=9&BJ_min=1800&BJ_max=1992&Distrit=Shwabing&BakPremises=%3F&...The message body ontains the answers of the user as fieldname=value entriesseparated by &. To make the server robust, there are timeouts and readin requestwill fail as soon as the reeived message does not have the expeted format. There-fore it is almost impossible to break the server.The diÆulty in parsing (prediate parse) is that di�erent browsers may usedi�erent syntati onventions and di�erent enodings for haraters. Using De�niteClause Grammars (DCGs), that are available in Prolog, greatly simpli�ed this task.The �eld names of the form are assoiated with Prolog variables whih will be usedto onstrain the input variables:



The Munih Rent Advisor 7Language='English', M2_min=22, M2_max=160,...Distrit='Shwabing', BakPremises='?',...Then with the prediate ompute the estimated rent is omputed from the on-strained input variables (see next setion). This takes far less than a seond. Thismeans that the Web user gets the reply as fast as loading a medium-sized text-onlyweb page and therefore the pure alulation time is negligible.Finally, from the OutputVarList ontaining the onstrained output variables(the main one being the estimated rent), a web page is assembled and sent bak tothe user (sendbak result) (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Partial result of a sample queryIf any failure ours during the proessing (e.g., onnetion times out, parsingnot possible due to wrong user input in editable �elds, omputation unexpetedlyfails), a generi error message with some hints about typial errors is sent bak tothe user (sendbak error). Of ourse, this primitive error handling is only suÆient



8 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadherfor a prototype. Ironially, the suess of the MRA means that there is not enoughpressure to improve on it.5 Implementing the Rent CalulationOur approah was �rst to implement the tables, rules, and formulas of the Miet-spiegel in ECLiPSe Prolog (Brisset et. al., 1995), as if the provided data was preiseand ompletely known. Beause of the delarativity of Prolog it was easy to expressthe ontents of the MS. Then we added interval onstraints to apture the imprei-sion due to the statistial approah and inompleteness due to partial user answers.Finally, we onsidered the formulas of the rent alulation as onstraints that re�nethe rent estimate by propagation from the onstraints on the input variables whihare onstrained due to partial answers of the user.While it would have been diÆult to ahieve exatly the required onstraintpropagation with a given, built-in blak-box onstraints solver, it was relativelystraightforward using Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) (Fr�uhwirth, 1998). It suf-�ed to modify an existing onstraint solver written in CHR that is part of the CHRECLiPSe library. The solver takes just a few pages of ode as will be exempli�edin the following. 5.1 Interval ArithmetiIn the MRA, dealing with impreise numerial information involves non-linear arith-meti omputations with intervals (Cleary, 1987; Davis, 1987; Benhamou, 1995).All variables are initialized to their allowed range (e.g., the ats overed by theMS are between 22 and 160 square meters, i.e. Size::22:160). The �eldnamevariables are used to onstrain the input variables of the MS:FlatSize::M2_min:M2_maxWe ould have used a CLP language with o�-the-shelf interval arithmeti ase.g. available in CLP(BNR) (Benhamou, 1995) to express the required intervalonstraints. However, it would have been quite diÆult to tailor the amount anddiretion of onstraint propagation to the needs of the appliation at hand. Withoutsuh tailoring, the performane su�ers, sine the general algorithms have higheromplexity than the simple forward propagation that is all that we need. In ourase it suÆed to modify an existing onstraint solver written in CHR that is partof the CHR library of ECLiPSe.CHR is a high-level language extension to write onstraint systems. Basially,CHR onsists of multi-headed guarded rules. There are two kinds of rules: Simpli�-ation rules rewrite onstraints to simpler onstraints while preserving logial equiv-alene (e.g., X>Y,Y>X <=> false). Propagation rules add new onstraints whih arelogially redundant but may ause further simpli�ation (e.g., X>Y,Y>Z ==> X>Z).Repeatedly applying the rules inrementally solves onstraints (e.g., A>B,B>C,C>Aleads to false). With multiple heads and propagation rules, CHR provides twofeatures whih are essential for implementing non-trivial onstraint reasoning.



The Munih Rent Advisor 9The original CHR solver for �nite domains already inludes the basi intervalonstraint that restrits a variable to be in an interval between the numbers Max andMin, written X::Min:Max, and simple equations between two variables or numbers,e.g. X=Y, X<Y, X=<Y,... The solver ontains rules like:X::A:A <=> X=A.X::A:B, X::C:D <=> Min is max(A,C), Max is min(B,D), X::Min:Max.X=<Y, X::A:B, Y::C:D ==> X::A:D, Y::A:D.A rule of the form Head <=> Guard | Body (where the guard is optional) is usedto simplify the head onstraints into the body, provided the guard is satis�ed. Sim-ilarly, a rule of the form Head ==> Guard | Body is used to propagate from thehead by adding the body. The �rst rule removes a domain that onsists only ofa single value and uni�es its variable with that value. The seond rule intersetstwo intervals for the same variable, thus tightening the interval. The interval on-straints X::A:B and X::C:D are simpli�ed into (replaed by) the single onstraintX::max(A,C):min(B,D). The last rule propagates new intervals for the variables Xand Y when X=<Y. The onstraints from the left hand side of the rule are kept inthis ase, the onstraints from the right hand side are added. For example, from theonstraints U::2:3, V::1:2, U=<V we get U=2,V=2 by applying the above threerules from bottom to top.We extended this solver by allowing linear and non-linear equations reduing tothe normal forms0 + 1 � x1 + 2 � x2 + :::+ n � xn = y and  � x1 � x2 � ::: � xn = ywhere the i and  are numbers and the xi and y are di�erent variables and n � 0.These equations are needed to express the formulas appearing in the MS.The implementation for linear equations is straightforward. In the solver, theequation 0 + 1 � x1 + 2 � x2 + ::: + n � xn = y is represented by the onstraintsum(C0:C0+C1*X1+C2*X2+...+Cn*Xn+0=Y). The onstant 0 is replaed by the in-terval C0:C0 and the summand 0 is introdued to end the summation. A onstraintof the form sum(Min:Max+Rest=Y) means that the interval Min:Max plus the sumof the polynomial Rest gives an interval for the variable Y. The rules below de�neforward propagation: From the intervals assoiated with the variables Xi in thepolynomial they ompute an interval for Y:sum(Min:Max+C*X+Rest=Y), X::A:B ==>NewMin is Min + min(C*A,C*B),NewMax is Max + max(C*A,C*B),sum(NewMin:NewMax+Rest=Y).sum(Min:Max+0=Y) <=> Y::Min:Max.The �rst rule reads: If we have the onstraint sum(Min:Max+C*X+Rest=Y) and we



10 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadherknow that the variable X is between A and B by onstraint X::A:B, then C*X isbetween min(C*A,C*B) and max(C*A,C*B). We an remove C*X from the sum andreplae it by this interval. Added to the already existing interval Min:Max this en-ables us to onlude (propagate) the new onstraint sum(NewMin:NewMax+Rest=Y).After we have eliminated all variables this way, we are left with sum(Min:Max+0=Y),whih means Y::Min:Max, as is expressed by the seond rule.Sine we do not need bakpropagation in our appliation, these two rules suÆe.The implementation for non-linear equations is analogous.  � x1 � x2 � ::: � xn = yis represented by mlt(C:C*X1*X2*...*Xn*1=Y).mlt(Min:Max*X*Rest=Y), X::A:B ==>NewMin is min(Min*A,Max*B,Max*A,Min*B),NewMax is max(Min*A,Max*B,Max*A,Min*B),mlt(NewMin:NewMax*Rest=Y).mlt(Min:Max*1=Y) <=> Y::Min:Max.5.2 Dedutive Database for TablesThe Mietspiegel ontains several tables that relate features of the at to hangesof the estimated rent. For example, the rent depends on the age of the at and itsnumber of rooms. The table to desribe this funtion as found in the MS is:Year of onstrution 1 room 2{3 rooms � 4 rooms... ... ... ...1966{1977 -3.5 -2.0 -3.01978{1983 2.0 10.0 3.01984{1986 6.0 18.0 7.0... ... ... ...The implementation uses a simple onstraint database (Kuper and Wallae, 1995)with intervals. In Prolog, the table is easily represented delaratively as a list of fatsof the form table(YearInterval,RoomsInterval,Perentage). Suh a shorthandmaintains readability and is ompat:...table(1966:1977, 1:1, -3.5).table(1966:1977, 2:3, -2.0)....table(1984:1986, 2:3, 18.0).table(1984:1986, 4:9, 7.0)....The table fats are translated at ompile time by maro expansion into rules tomake the interval onstraints expliit



The Munih Rent Advisor 11...table(Year, Rooms, -3.5) :-Year::1966:1977, Rooms::1:1.table(Year, Rooms, -2.0) :-Year::1966:1977, Rooms::2:3....The Prolog query Year=1980, Rooms=2, table(Year,Rooms,Perentage), for ex-ample, yields as an answer Perentage=10.0.In the general ase, when we use the tables with onstrained variables in thequeries for Year and Rooms, we are only interested in the smallest interval that on-tains all the answers, not in all answers as suh. For example, with the onstraintsYear::1980:1985, Rooms::1:3we want the single answer Perentage::2.0:18.0and not the multiple answers Perentage=2.0, Perentage=10.0,...This meansthat we have to ollet all the answers and ompute minima and maxima of theperentages returned to �nd the smallest interval that ontains all answers. Thismeta-programming task an be easily aomplished by a built-in prediate of Pro-log, setof(Variable,Query,List) that ollets all bindings of the variable in allthe answers to the query in a sorted list:setof(Perentage,Year^Rooms^table(Year,Rooms,Perentage),List),first(List,Min), last(List,Max),Perentage::Min:Max.A similar proedure was used for all tables. The running time is satisfatory fortables with a few hundred onstrained tuples.6 CloningAn advantage of internet appliations using Prolog with onstraints is that theyan be modi�ed and adapted within minutes, sine the MRA an be loned: Anypart of the form used as the interfae to this appliation may be reused in anotherweb page simply by ut-and-paste.One may drop questions, one may set default values, one may �x the answerto questions and hide them from the user in order to speialize the appliation.Furthermore, everything on the web page an be rearranged at will, only the formdelaration has to be kept as is.The resulting web page will still work, i.e. produe a result page when submitted,sine the missing information is dealt with by onstraints. For example, the minimallone is simply:<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Minimal Clone</TITLE></HEAD><BODY><FORM METHOD="POST"



12 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. AbdennadherACTION="http://sol.pst.informatik.uni-muenhen.de:4322"><INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Submit"></BODY></HTML>The form just onsists of a submit button. When pressed, it will just return thesmallest and highest allowed rent of ats up to 160m2 in Munih.A more realisti lone simpli�es the interfae to the basi questions as an beseen on top of Figure 1....<BODY><FORM METHOD="POST"ACTION="http://sol.pst.informatik.uni-muenhen.de:4322"><H1>Munih Rent Advisor - Clone</H1>What is the size of your flat (in square meters)?<BR>At least <INPUT MAXLENGTH=3 SIZE=3 NAME="M2_low" Value="22"> ...<P>How many rooms has your flat?<BR>At least <INPUT MAXLENGTH=1 SIZE=1 NAME="ZI_low" Value="1"> ...<P>In whih year was your house built?<BR>Between <INPUT MAXLENGTH=4 SIZE=4 NAME="BJ_low" VALUE="1800"> ...<P><INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Submit"></BODY></HTML> 7 User StatistisWe have logged about 7200 headers of user requests to the MRA for almost twoyears in the three years sine February 1996, when the MRA went online. Onaverage, there are 10 requests per day. Our �ndings an be summarized as follows(the �gures related to the �ndings in this setion an be found at the end of theartile).Corret Requests (see Fig. 3).� From the 7188 requests reeived, only 1% an be attributed to trying to aessthe MRA web server improperly, without using the form.� Due to timeout, 9% of the requests were anelled.� Due to syntax errors (typos, using oats instead of integers, wrong intervals),another 12% were anelled.� Thus, only 4 in 5 requests (78%) were in time, orret and lead to a rentestimate.The large number of syntax errors an be attributed to users that did not read theinstrutions arefully or had typing problems. Most of these errors an be aught



The Munih Rent Advisor 13before the form is sent to the server. We have implemented suh a version of theMRA in a reent student projet (Herzog, 1998): JavaSript is used to provide helptexts and syntax heks for eah input �eld as soon as the user enters something.Less than 2% of the requests did not ome from the original form but from aversion that was stored loally with the user. The German version of the MRA wasused almost all the time, the English version aounts only for 6% of the requests.User Origin. If the user establishes a onnetion to a web server by sendingthe ontents of a form as a request, he usually gives away the symboli internetaddress of his mahine, e.g. borabora.pms.informatik.uni-muenhen.de. In Fig.3, header �eld Aept-from, we give some statistis about the user origin. In the�gure, eah of the addresses subsumed in entries named Other have onsiderablyless than 1% ontribution eah.� Only 1 in 7 requests were anonymous.� 2 in 3 requests ame from German domains (.de).� In Germany, not surprisingly, most requests ame form loal, Munih uni-versities (Uni) and large IT and ar ompanies (Com). These two groupsontribute eah about one �fth to the overall requests. Many requests alsoame from users of large internet providers (Pro) (7%). Together, these threegroups of frequent requests from the same domain make up about half of allrequests.User Software. Eah browser also tells its name and the operating system itis running on in the header (see Fig. 3, User-Agent). The �gure shows that Unix-based operating systems make up for one third. The majority goes to Windows(slightly over 60%), and there are some other operating systems (less than 5%).Both Netsape and Explorer browsers all themselves Mozilla, however the latteradds the quali�er Compatible. Netsape dominates on both Unix- and Windows-based mahines, overall 80%. Explorer has 11%, the rest (9%) is shared by otherbrowsers.Aess Times (see Fig. 4). We analyzed user aess times per month, weekday,and hour. Sine we did not over all months in all years logged, we had to extrapolatesome �gures to get �gures for omplete months, resulting in an overhead of about10% over the atual number of requests (7890 instead of 7073).� The monthly �gures are somewhat irregular, with a low in May that we annotexplain. The high in November (and Deember) maybe omes from the fatthat rents are usually raised at the end of the year. The high in Februaryde�nitely omes from 1996, when the MRA was introdued and featured inthe media.� The weekday �gures stritly derease from Monday to Sunday, with littleativity on the weekend. Almost a quarter of all requests happen on Monday,only 7% on Saturday.� The �gures for the hours show that the MRA is used mostly during workingtime (in the 6 hours from 11 am to 5 pm), mainly around lunh break. Notsurprisingly, the �gures for the 6 hours from 1 am to 7 am are extremely low(about 2% of all requests).



14 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadher8 ConlusionsThe MRA indiates that logi programming with onstraints an be essential forintelligent internet appliations for several reasons.� Logi programming languages have delarative rules and powerful dedutivedatabase failities already built-in, that are needed to enode expert knowl-edge.� Suh a high-level state-of-the-art approah also means that a program anbe easily written, maintained, and modi�ed (Wallae, 1996). For the MRA,ease of modi�ation is ruial, sine every ity and every new version of theMietspiegel omes with di�erent tables and rules.� Constraint logi programming languages an deal with impreise knowledgeand partial information that haraterizes ommuniation on the internet inan elegant, orret, and eÆient way (Fr�uhwirth et. al., 1997).One diretion for future work is to integrate integrity onstraints (e.g., if a house isbuilt after 1949, its ats have a bathroom) that have been diretly derived from thestatistial raw data of the Mietspiegel. The other diretion is to reate eletroniversions of the Mietspiegel for more ities. Many of the now 500 Mietspiegel ofGermany are urrently available as tables and text on the internet. To failitatetheir proessing we already have developed a tool that an automatially generateforms, with help texts and syntax heks built in, together with their handlers(Herzog, 1998).The Munih Rent Advisor Home Page is athttp://www.informatik.uni-muenhen.de/�fruehwir/miet-demo.htmlAknowledgements. We would like to thank Peter Blenninger who imple-mented a �rst prototype of the MRA. We are also grateful to the City of Munihfor letting us use their Mietspiegel data and to Norbert Eisinger and Tim Geislerfor omments and proof-reading. ReferenesR. Alles and R. Guder, Gutahten zur Erstellung des Mietspiegels f�ur M�unhen (in Ger-man), Sozialreferat der Stadt M�unhen, Amt f�ur Wohnungswesen, City of Munih, Ger-many, 1994.F. Benhamou, Interval Constraint Logi Programming, in: A. Podelski, ed., ConstraintProgramming: Basis and Trends, LNCS 910, pp. 1{21, Springer-Verlag, 1995.P. Brisset, T. Fr�uhwirth, P. Lim, M. Meier, T. Le Provost, J. Shimpf and M. Wallae,ECLiPSe 3.5 User Manual, ECRC, Munih, Germany, 1995.D. Cabeza and M. Hermenegildo, WWWProgramming using Logi Programming Systemsand the CIAO PiLLoW Library, this issue.J. C. Cleary, Logial Arithmeti, Future Computing Systems 2(2):125{149, 1987.E. Davis, Constraint Propagation with Interval Labels, Arti�ial Intelligene 32:281{331,1987.T. Fr�uhwirth and S. Abdennadher, The Munih Rent Advisor, in: P. Tarau, A. Davi-son, K. De Bosshere and M. Hermenegildo, eds., 1st Workshop on Logi Program-
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16 T. Fr�uhwirth and S. AbdennadherFieldname Value FrequenyRequests 7188wrong request 70timeout header 316timeout body 327syntax error 864orret requests 5611Aept-from: 7073.de 4667uni-muenhen (Uni) 815lrz-muenhen (Uni) 440sni (Com) 421siemens (Com) 364dtag (Com) 360tu-muenhen (Uni) 299t-online (Pro) 266mpg (Com) 97sdm (Com) 87bmw (Com) 82gsf (Com) 80eunet (Pro) 78metronet (Pro) 73uunet (Pro) 60Other 1145.om 731.net 319Other 261anonymous 987self test 108User-Agent: 6875Mozilla 6606Win 3514Win95 1570Win16 933WinNT 652Windows 359X11 1989SunOS 805HP-UX 713Linux 254Irix 125Other 102Compatible 762MSIE 95 466MSIE NT 114AOL 78MSIE Win32 76Maintosh 226OS/2 111Mosai 164Other 167Fig. 3. Information from the Header



The Munih Rent Advisor 17Fieldname Value FrequenyAept-time: 7890Jan 386Feb 1023Mar 599Apr 600May 304Jun 619Jul 458Aug 481Sep 520Ot 751Nov 1282De 867by week-day 7073Mon 1658Tue 1346Wed 1037Thu 1014Fri 1008Sat 479Sun 531by hour 707300 11901 6402 2203 2004 1005 1506 1207 11108 22509 40410 44111 60712 57113 65514 56115 66516 56217 44718 37319 28920 25021 27122 21123 168Fig. 4. Temporal Information from the Header


